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Whether you're a developer or a normal user, probably you've already faced the problem of file operations "eating up" your CPU and eating up your file system. Using CPU bound code can be great, but when you start running out of file descriptors and out of swap space, you may start to notice some slowdowns. With the
right knowledge and the right tools you can control the code paths and speeds, by having control over disk usage and memory utilization. With this in mind, we created Sub2 which is a new, time and space-aware reverse proxy that handles many file operations in a more light-weight way. Now, instead of using a raw
POSIX file descriptor count, it will use a fixed size (by default 4096) file descriptor pool, so the low level operations are extremely efficient in memory and time. The project is mainly useful for embedded devices with limited resources, but can be used in all kind of applications. Features: Better performance for file
operations: don't use a C/POSIX fs layer to do disk I/O, use a smart cache of fixed size instead. Open r/w file descriptors are fixed size. No more fork() calls! No more fork() calls! No more fork() calls! It can monitor file I/O progress while doing a lot of file I/O concurrently, so it can be used to trigger a backoff in case of
issues. It can monitor file I/O progress while doing a lot of file I/O concurrently, so it can be used to trigger a backoff in case of issues. The most important part is that, it knows the filesystem structure, so it can handle hardlinks and similar cases correctly. Sub2 is a prototype, built with Python and is a bit rough around
the edges. I welcome any feedback, comments or ideas. Don't hesitate to leave any feedback, if there is something missing or you have any other ideas, please contact me. Dual SSL Support The Windows executable is distributed along with a development installer, containing the dev.cfg file which can be used by Windows
users to setup a VPN connection to use HTTPS for the HTTP proxy sub2 provides. Configuring a connection is as simple as: Settings Window Wireshark Proxy Configuration To see the proxy configuration used by the executable just open a Wireshark GUI, click on Options and select TCP Headers
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Fullscreen Stream is a useful application to make screen sharing between computers easier. It enables you to mirror your desktop and audio (if selected) between Windows, XBMC and Linux. If you want to use this program, you need to first run it on the computer you want to stream, then open another instance of it, and
then select “Fullscreen Stream” on the screen sharing list. After that, the application offers you several options to stream between your machines. One thing to keep in mind while you’re using this application is that you cannot stream your audio to the other computer. This is because you need to enable the “audio” option
from the drop-down menu. If you don’t do that, you will not be able to share audio. Features: ✓ 3 streams to choose from (Screen & Audio) ✓ Fullscreen or specific area support ✓ Stream to computers running Windows and XBMC ✓ Forward camera and audio support ✓ Forward screen and audio support ✓ Supports most
Linux distributions ✓ Forward fullscreen support Installation: 1. Install the software on your remote computer. 2. Remotely open the application and wait for it to start running. 3. Locate “Fullscreen Stream” in the “Share” drop-down menu. 4. Select your screen sharing or audio sharing option. 5. If you have chosen to
stream audio, you need to turn on the “audio” option. 6. You can now view and listen to your remote desktop and audio from any web browser. It’s a screen sharing application that enables you to stream your screen and audio to Windows, Linux and XBMC. Getting started is easy, once you’ve logged in to the remote
machine, run Remote Desktop Viewer and select your screen sharing option. Keymacro works smoothly, and you can easily choose your audio and screen resolutions, choose to stream your full screen or just part of it. The application gives you full control over your remote desktop, enabling you to move, resize and hide
windows. KEYMACRO is available in the official repository for Linux, but you can also find it in our experimental repository, so if you’re using Ubuntu 16.04 or Debian 9 (Stretch) you can download the deb file to your computer and install it using dpkg –i. It� 2edc1e01e8
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General: ★ What's New in This Release: ◾ The method to generate screencast has been rewritten to improve stream quality for fullscreen and area selection ◾ The method to generate mirroring has been rewritten to improve stream quality for fullscreen and area selection ■ We have improved the speed of live streaming
■ We have fixed a bug that occurred when an application was closed without saving the video ■ A bug was found in the pause function when a mirroring operation was performed ■ We have improved the speed of re-encoding to save bandwidth Requirements: ★ What's New in This Release: ◾ The method to generate
screencast has been rewritten to improve stream quality for fullscreen and area selection ◾ The method to generate mirroring has been rewritten to improve stream quality for fullscreen and area selection ■ We have improved the speed of live streaming ■ We have fixed a bug that occurred when an application was
closed without saving the video ■ A bug was found in the pause function when a mirroring operation was performed ■ We have improved the speed of re-encoding to save bandwidth License: This project is licensed under GPLv3. The source code is available for download at Screenshots: Requirements: ★ What's New in
This Release: • We have fixed the bug where a single user couldn't pause a screen sharing (an empty window was shown) • We have improved the speed of re-encoding to save bandwidth Requirements: ★ What's New in This Release: • We have fixed the bug where a single user couldn't pause a screen sharing (an empty
window was shown) • We have improved the speed of re-encoding to save bandwidth • We have improved the speed of mirroring to increase the number of users allowed to use the system • We have improved the reliability of pause and disconnection of screen sharing Requirements: ★ What's New in This Release: • We
have fixed the bug where a single user couldn't pause a screen sharing (an empty window was shown) • We have improved the speed of re-encoding to save bandwidth • We have improved the speed of mirroring to increase the number of users allowed to use the system • We have improved the reliability of pause and
disconnection of screen sharing
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What's New In Desktop Mirror?

Desktop Mirror is a lightweight application that enables you to share your screen along with audio between Windows, XBMC and Linux. Take note that you can choose to share your full screen, which can come in handy when you a streaming a game for instance, or a specific area, which is preferable when you are trying
to display how to use a certain tool. Getting started is a simple matter of choosing to share fullscreen or an area, case in which the application asks you to draw a rectangular to select it. The stream is high quality as your viewers can view footage with encoding video to H264 and audio in the form of MP3 via FFmpeg. It
goes without saying that in order to share screen successfully, you need to make sure that the tool is installed on both machines. A noteworthy feature is that you can stream between Windows and XBMC, an option that enables you to stream multimedia libraries, tunes and picture galleries. Then again, you should bear in
mind that the application does not configure Kodi for you and hence, you need to make sure that all is set up beforehand on the computer that you are streaming.Holland America Line, Holland America (HAH) Appoints New Vice President of Marketing and Communications Holland America Line (HAH) Appoints New Vice
President of Marketing and Communications Holland America Line is pleased to announce the appointment of Karen Astra as Vice President of Marketing and Communications. Karen joined HAH in August of 2011 after serving as the vice president of marketing and communications for Carnival Corporation and Princess
Cruises. In addition to serving as VP of marketing and communications for Princess Cruises, Karen also served as vice president of marketing for the Port of Miami. Prior to joining Princess Cruises, Karen was vice president of marketing and communications for the Busch Companies, the parent company of Anheuser-
Busch. Karen will be responsible for HAH’s marketing and public relations programs. "We are very pleased to welcome Karen to HAH," said Julia Turner, EVP of Marketing and Communications. "Karen’s extensive marketing experience will be a great asset to our company as we continue to grow our brand." In addition to
her new role at HAH, Karen will be relocating to Seattle with her husband, Alex; their three children: Julian, Callie and Aiden; and their French Bulldog, Lucas. Karen is looking forward to the new adventure. "It's going to be wonderful to join the Holland America team. The company has a strong presence in Seattle and I
look forward to continuing my marketing career in the Pacific Northwest," said Karen. HAH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Carnival Corporation and Princess Cruises (NYSE: PCL), which is the world's largest publicly traded cruise company and the premier cruise brand in the United States. With a fleet of 11
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System Requirements For Desktop Mirror:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.1 or later Mac OS X 10.9.1 or later Processor: Core 2 Duo 1.6GHz or faster Core 2 Duo 1.6GHz or faster RAM: 2GB 2GB Hard Drive: 18GB 18GB Graphics: Intel HD4000 or AMD HD5000 or better Intel HD4000 or AMD HD5000 or better Internet: Broadband Internet connection required Broadband
Internet connection required Bluetooth: Bluetooth wireless technology required, model number to be determined. Platform: This
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